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BioSAF IN specializes in the production and trade of medical devices for Implant 
Dentistry and Oral Surgery. Its core business is WINSIX® Implant System, which since 
1995, has enjoyed clinical success in Dental Practices, Clinics and Hospitals.

The profound knowledge of this field, the attention paid to the dynamics of the social and 
health market, together with the sensitivity towards Dental needs are readily incorporated 
into BioSAF IN’s slender production structure, which recognizes the necessities of the 
market and knows how to translate them into products. This is thanks to an efficient 
Research Development Department and consolidated relationships with the most 
prestigious Italian Universities and with international reference Research Centres.

the ReaSonS foR Such 
A SIGNIFICANT GROWTH
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Our research activity has always been in constant evolution. Science-based 
research and successive clinical application provide for valid and fully tested products. 
Thanks to our adoption of the concept Translational Research, Dental Professionals can 
use our products with complete confidence and trust.

Our research reports and over 250 publications, are punctually up-dated and released, 
the bibliography is directly accessible on-line on our Italian and international web sites.

1 • Surface view of WINSIX® implant mag.150 X

2 • Longitudinal section of implant/bone contact surfaces in formation mag.30 X 

3 • Rehabilitation of edentulous jaws by Teeth Just on 4® Techniques

2 3

Science-baSeD 
RELIABILITY 

 STudIES ANd RESEARCH  >>> winsix.eu/bibliography
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Continuity and technological innovation are the distinguishing factors of WINSIX® 
Implant System devices. During their course of development, the solid scientific 
background on which implants, prosthetic accessories and surgical instruments are ba-
sed, has permitted us to innovate products rendering them compatible with previous 
ones, thus avoiding Dental Teams the necessity of changes in operative sequences and 
costly substitution of materials.

The evolution of WINSIX® and the attention paid to quality and regulations is evident 
from the series of Brands registered from 1995 to the present, the last of which being the 
international Patent CAB®.

®
RegiSteReD tRaDe MaRKS

‘95 WINSIX®

‘98 Free Tense System®

‘01 Bioactive Covering®

‘01 Free Lock®

‘07 Full Contact Covering®

‘09 Flat Shift System®

‘09 WINSIX®

 Micro Rough Surface®

‘10 Extreme Abutment® 

‘10 Teeth Just on 4®

‘10 Teeth Just on 6®

‘11 TT Torque Type Implant®

‘11 CAB Clip Abutment Bar®

‘12 WINClinic®

‘13 DCC Double Conical Connection®

‘13 WINPeek® Abutment

innoVation anD TECHNOLOGY
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CAB® Device - Clip Abutment Bar, with 
International Patent - for the rehabilitation 

of complete dental arches.

International Patent
PCT/EP2011/072448

WINSIX® Implant profile during Quality Tests.  WINSIX® Implant connection loading stress test.

Torque Type® Implant (mag. 48 X). Micro Rough Surface® and cell adhesion.
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Product and Management System
Certificates, available on our official 
website www.winsix.eu 
and also on the Patients website 
www.implantologiawinsix.com
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Starting from the Titanium supplying sites (only American and German certified extraction 
sites), to 1:1 post-production controls (not random) over surface and connection, to 
implants packaging, consisting of a special Titanium housing placed into the vial, to 
grant the sterility of the content. Professionals are thus allowed to operate efficiently and 
in complete confidence. 

All products are EC certified and, thanks to their high quality, can enjoy a civil 
liability insurance. The recent FDA Clearance proves and validates WINSIX® System 
evolutive path, with reference to its scientific bases, technological contents and product 
quality assurances.

coMPany SySteM Quality
BIOSAF IN production processes and management comply with ISO 9001 and ISO 
13485, standards imposing constant controls at all stages of production, safeguarding 
those using the products - the Dentists and the final users, the Patients. 

Using WINSIX® Implant System means offering your Patient a choice of quality which 
will contribute to enhancing a relationship of esteem and trust.

IMPLANT QuALITY 
aSSuReD:

MateRialS, PRoDuction, PacKaging

 CERTIFICATES  >>> winsix.eu/quality
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Your Patient’s trust and loyalty is the aim of every Dental Professional.

Our mission is to supply the Dentist and his team with the most suitable instruments 
to promote this kind of relationship: implant devices which permit simple and efficient 
operations, instruments for innovative minimally-invasive technical surgery - capable 
of reducing the rehabilitation period - informative documentation, specific certificates, 
reasonable costs.

Company reliability, solidity and coherence are much appreciated aspects and go hand 
in hand with prompt commercial services and linearity of production: this means having 
competent contact people constantly available, and products which, even after many 
years, are changeable and compatible with new production lines.

Reliability FOR YOuR 
SERENITY anD youR PatientS’
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youR PaRtneR foR laRge 
WoRKfloW anD COST CONTROL

just one Kit!

Today, Implant Dentistry is an acquired procedure in Dental Practices and 
constitutes a decisive specialized field for Centres with a large workflow, thus 
increasing profitability.

Keeping costs down in relation to the purchase of materials and warehouse costs is 
just as important as offering a Patient a rehabilitation at a reasonable price.

WINSIX® Implant System has been developed bearing in mind these principles of clinical 
economy: its objective is to be a performing implant device, suitable for various anatomical 
and esthetical necessities, at the same time clinically simple and linear, with an intuitive 
surgical and prosthetic procedure, easy sequential operations, even for beginners and 
auxiliaries.

WINSIX® offers various implant shapes with a constant prosthetic connection, either 
internal, external or conical, through its various implant diameters, for the application of 
single or two-phase implant procedures. This allows for maximum versatility and freedom 
to choose the accessories, and, as a consequence, maximum economy in managing 
one’s stock of materials.

PROduCTS >>> winsix.eu/products

TORQUE TYPE®

external  
connection

TORQUE TYPE®

internal  
connection

TORQUE TYPE®

conical 
connection
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To satisfy a Patient who:

• has both esthetical and functional needs, even at advanced age
• prefers a less invasive operation, possibly not grafting technique
• has little time and wishes to have a quick rehabilitation
• must keep costs down

WINSIX® offers specific devices  - Torque Type Implants® and CAB® System - highly 
functional and already clinically used with operators’ full satisfaction, aimed at the 
application of immediate loading and for the rehabilitation of an edentulous dental arch 
by means of a prosthesis fixed on a bar, possible to realize within just a few hours on a 
small number of implants.
The CAB® device - Clip Abutment Bar - applies original and technological concepts for 
which it has obtained the recognition of its own international patent.

youR PaRtneR in the PRoPoSal of  
NEW REHABILITATION TECHNIQuES: 

tilteD iMPlantS anD iMMeDiate loaDing

JuST ON 4®: 4 YEARS LATER                        >>> winsix.eu/bibliography
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JuST ON 4®: 4 YEARS LATER                        >>> winsix.eu/bibliography

1 •  Implant Guided Surgery

2 •  Tilted insertion of WINSIX® Implant using the 
innovative techniques Just on 4®/6®

3 •  CAB® device for an easy and immediate 
rehabilitation of edentulous dental arches

1

2

3
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Training and specialization play a key role in the development and success 
of professional practice.  
 
Educational programs organized or promoted by BIOSAF IN are the result of an 

extensive expertise and careful evaluation. They are differently arranged to meet 
professionals’ needs and developed in cooperation with experienced teaching staffs.  

WINSIX® PILOT CENTRE is our Centre of reference for Educational Programs - 
established in the Department of Dentistry at San Raffaele Hospital in Milan - which 
represents one of the most important Dental centres in Italy for its workflow and scientific 
investigations. Tutors are professionals with a high scientific standing and reference point for 
different clinical environments, both at a private and public level.  
The programs proposed by the Centre are focused on formative and actual topics, based on 
incisive educational methodology, aligned to the qualitative company’s standards.  
 

tRaining anD SPECIALIZATION 

Training Centre at Department of Dentistry at San Raffaele Hospital in Milan. 
WINSIX® PILOT CENTRE is an international educational centre where WINSIX® Implant System users coming from 
abroad for educational purposes are welcomed. 
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The international diffusion of WINSIX® Implant System fosters the development of 
collaboration with important foreign Universities and International Research Centres. 
Aside front lessons concentrated on the didactic focus, courses are supported by 
hands-on trainings, chairside assistance during surgery or trainings on special human 
specimen. 
Many of these Training sessions are so successful and requested that they 
are repeated several times during the same year.  

 

             WINSIX® StaRt uP
BIOSAF IN new production headquarters welcomes dentists, dental technicians and their 
teams wishing to approach implant-supported rehabilitation techniques or those already 
experienced who wish to deepen their expertise on WINSIX® Implant System. 

inteRnational tRaining eXPeRience
eXchange youR KnoWleDge With collegueS fRoM 

DiffeRent cultuRe anD bacKgRounD 
foR PRofeSSional enhanceMent

 

COuRSE PROGRAMS >>> winsix.eu/training

WINSIX® Training at Supera Dental Concept Clinic in Bucharest - Romania and at School of Dental Medicine - Boston 
University, USA.
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a WebSite fully DeDicateD to PatientS 
www.implantologiawinsix.eu
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We have put ourselves in the patient’s shoes, asking ourselves what the Patient would 
like to know before facing an implant operation. We then placed ourselves next to the 
Dentist who is seeking to provide his Patient with important information regarding the 
Quality of the treatment, and give the Dentist confidence in the product that he has 
chosen to use, so enabling him to assure the Patient that the solution is at hand.

Our Marketing Tools for Dental Practices:

• For Patients that sail the Web: Visit www.implantologiawinsix.com for a series of 
information simply expressed with the support of images and captions on the 
fundamental principles of implant dentistry, its scientific bases, the before and after, 
the aspects to be considered.

• For those visiting Dental Practices: The brochure Smile at Life! IMPLANT 
DENTISTRY: is the first the Patient can flick through while waiting at the Surgery or at 
home for just a brief explanation of implant treatments.

• For Patients wearing WINSIX® implants: The PERSONAL CARD where adhesive 
labels are stuck bearing the Batch specifications of the device inserted in the mouth, 
which renders it traceable, thus additionally guaranteeing the Quality of the product.

per il mantenimento domiciliare?

Per il mantenimento domiciliare degli 
impianti si deve fare particolare attenzio-
ne al controllo della placca batterica che 
si forma intorno al colletto in titanio. 

L’igiene orale deve essere effettuata 
almeno due volte al giorno (mattina, sera) 
e deve comprendere:

SPAZZOLINO
setole artificiali, di consistenza media, da 
usarsi con movimento intrasulculare, 
vibratorio e rotatorio. Il dentifricio utilizza-
to deve contenere pirofosfati per ritardare 
la calcificazione della placca batterica.

SCOVOLINO
cilindrica per gli spazi interprossimali nei 
settori anteriori della bocca, triangolare 
per i posteriori. In caso di protesi fissa 
rimovibile, usarlo per eliminare la placca 
dal collarino trans mucoso in titanio 
degli impianti. In alternativa allo 
scovolino può essere impiegato il 
INTERDENTALE

Perché Winsix®

dovessero presentare in futuro.

BioSAF IN srl
IMPLANTOLOGIA
Informazioni per il Paziente

Sorridi alla Vita!
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that’s me

YOuR PARTNER IN EXPLAINING 
Quality iMPlant DentiStRy 

TO THE PATIENT

IMPLANT DENTISTRY
Information for the Patient
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Smile at life!

Marketing Tools for Patients: Patient Info Brochure and Personal Card
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giVe Scientific ReleVance 
TO YOuR dAILY JOB:

a DatabaSe ReaDy to collect infoRMation 
about youR Dental iMPlant tReateMentS

The Clinical Records WINClinic® is a practical and easy-to-use software to collect data 
about dental implant treatement conducted. Thanks to a pre-set analytical grid, the 
data entry about Patients’ treatments and therapeutic procedures will be quick and well 
organised. 
 
WINClinic® is higly functional for clinical assessment of those Dental Clinics that develop 
high numbers of implants rehabilitations.  
 
If desired, data can be remotely transmitted to a Processing Centre, which periodically 
groups them together with that of others operators, for statistical purposes and assessment 
of the WINSIX® Multicentre Clinical Cases.

WINClinic® software 
an easy-to-use screen 

for data collection.
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The recent achievement of the FDA 
Approval validates the evolutionary 
path of WINSIX® System
involving its premises, technological 
contents and quality production 
guarantees.

BIOSAF IN new headquarters in Trezzano Rosa, in Milan hinterland. 
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BioSAF IN is a certi�ed Company: WINSIX® Product Certi�cates:

BIOSAF IN srl 
MILANO: Via Cagliari 32/44

20060 - Trezzano Rosa (MI)

Tel. +39 02 90968692

info@winsix.eu - www.winsix.eu

fax +39 02 90968541

ANCONA: Via Tiraboschi, 36/G 

60131 Ancona (AN)

Tel. +39 071 2071897

fax +39 071 203261

WINSIX®

UNI EN ISO 9001: 2008 which certifies the whole work process at 
360° in accordance with quality standards considered optimal to 
safeguard the User of the product – the Professional Dentist and the 
final user – the Patient.
UNI CEI EN ISO 13485: 2012 relates specifically to the Quality of the 
Medical Devices.
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BioSAF IN è un’Azienda certifi cata:
UNI EN ISO 9001: 2008 che certifica l’intero processo di lavoro a 360° 
attestandone la conformità ai canoni qualitativi considerati ottimali, per la 
tutela dell’Utilizzatore del prodotto - il Professionista - e del fruitore � nale
- il Paziente.
UNI CEI EN ISO 13485: 2012 pertinente in modo specifico alla Qualità 
dei Dispositivi Medici.

info@biosafi n.com - www.biosafi n.com

BIOSAF IN srl 
MILANO: Via Cagliari 32/44

20060 - Trezzano Rosa (MI)

Tel. +39 02 90968692

fax +39 02 90968541

ANCONA: Via Tiraboschi, 36/G 

60131 Ancona (AN)

Tel. +39 071 2071897

fax +39 071 203261

WINSIX®

Certifi cazioni prodotto WINSIX®:
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WINSIX®


